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Abstract. Let {Ij>,,} be a system of polynomials orthonormal on the unit
circle ,vith respect to a measure dJ1.. Regular measures, log integrable mea-
sures and analytic measures are characterized in terms of certain integrals

involving the corresponding orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle.

§1 Introduction

Throughout this paper we assume that dp. is a finite positive Borel measure
on the unit circle aD.:= {z E C: Izi = I} whose support consists of infinitely

manypoints.LetcPn(z)=cPn(dp.,z):="nzn+... E1'n, "n>O, n=O,l,...,
be the n-th orthonormal polynomial with respect to dp., that is,

I i -
-CPm(z)CPn(z)dJ.L=6m,n, m,n=O,I,2, 27r all

Let J.L = J.La + J.L$ be its canonical decomposition into the absolutely contin-
uous and the singular parts (,vith respect to Lebesgue measure on the circle).
We denote by J.L' (9) the Radon-Nikodym derivative of J.La with respect to d9.
Then J.L' E LI[O, 211") and J.L' (9) ?: 0 a.e. and we define its geometric mean G(J.L')

by

1 12"
}.2; 0 log p' (8)d8 .

If log p' E Ll [0, 211") one can define the Szego function

G(jJ.') := exp {
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lim D(dfJ, rei8) =: D(dfJ, ei8)
r/l

exists and ID(dfJ, ei8)12 = fJ'(O) for almost every 0 E [0, 27r). If logfJ' f/
Ll[O, 27r) we define D(dfJ, z) = O.

Following Stahl and Totik [12] we call dfJ a regular measure \vith respect
to 86 if limn-co 1'-~/n = 1. By a theorem of Rahmanov (cf. [11] and [6]), \ve
kno\v that fJ' > 0 a.e. ill [0, 27r) implies that dfJ is a regular measure.

We now state two characterization theorems that motivated the results of
this paper. The first is due to P. Nevai.

Theorem 1.1 ([9]) Let cI>n(Z) := cPn(z)/l'-n, cP~(z):= zn~:-[i7i). Then

1.ho
(0) 0 .ff 1.. f12" I lcP~(z)12 1/d ll 0 i8 1m 'J!n = 1 1m In I.#.. ( )12 -!7 = , Z = e .n-oo n-oo 1?;1 0 'l'n+1 Z

The next result, due to P. Nevai and Li and Saff, cllaracterizes measures

with positive derivative.

Theorem 1.2. ([7] and [4]) JL' > o a.e. in [0, 27r) if and only if

lim sup
121r 1$1~ -l

i dO = 0, z = eiO.
n-oo I?:O 0 l<Pn+l(z)P

The main purpose of this paper is to obtain similar characterization the-
orems for regular measures, log integrable measures, and analytic measures.

§2 Main Results
In this section we state our main results. The proofs are given in Section 3.

Theorem 2.1. The follo;ving statements are equivalent:

(a)dp. is regular with respect to a~,

(b) lim sup[1 -(/tn//tn+ol/n+l ] = 0,n-oo I?;O
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where z = eiO and the branch of the (n + l)-th root is taken to be positive at
z =0.

We remark that Li, Saff, and Sha [5] have shown that (a) is also equivalent
to the condition limn_~ lIt/>nll~~ = 1, where 1I'lIa~ denotes the sup norm on
Izi = 1.

The next result characterizes measures belonging to the Szego class.

Theorem 2.2. The follo~ving statements are equivalent:

,
(a)logp. E L1[0, 211"),

(b) lim sup (1 -Kn/ Kn+l) = 0,
n-+oo I?;O

~vhere z = eiB.

Next. we are concerned with the characterization of analyticity on Izi = 1
for [D(dJ1.. z)]-1. Let

00

LEn < 00.
n=O

Furthermore, if this series converges like a geometric series, then [D(djl, z)]-l
is analytic on Izi = 1. More precisely, for the quantities

1/2n
:= lim sup ( 1 -

n-+~

"n
"n+l

1

Rl

1 . [12..
1 1r/>;(Z)12

I ]1/n ~ := h~ s~p 0 i";j;-;;:~~ -1 d()

R3 :=sup{r: D-1(dJ.L,z) is analytic on Izi < r}j
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we prove the follo,ving result.

Theorem 2.3. If dJl. is a finite positive Borel measure on 8l::J. with infinite
support, then Rl = R2o Moreover, if there is a j E {1,2, 3} sud1 that Rj > I,
then Rl = R2 = R3.

§3 Proofs of Theorems

The proofs require the following lemmas.

Lemma 3.1. (cf. [6] and [10]) For every system of orthogonal polynomials on
the unit circle,

Proof: Here we present a short proof. Since all zeros of 4>n(z) lie in Izi < 1
(cf. [13, p. 292]), the function

Zc/>n(Z)c/>~(Z) -c/>n+l(Z)c/>~+l(Z)2 .~

c/>~+l(z)

is analytic on Izi ~ 1 and takes the value -<Pn+l (0) at Z = O. Thus fl.om
Cauchy's integral formula, we have

\tPn+l (0)1

<.J:.- r2"
I Zcf>n(Z)cf>~(Z)~cf>n+l(Z)cf>~+1(Z) l dO-27r Jo cf>~+l(Z) .

=.J:.- f" I-J~~J; -1 1dO. .
27r Jo 1cf>~+l(z)1

Lemma 3.2. Let {fn.I}~I=O be a sequence of functions in H2(lzl < 1) satis-

fying
1127r

"8 22;" 0 Ifn,/(e')1 dfJ $ 1 and fn,/(O) ?; 0

Then the following statements are equivalent:

127r b lim sup
( ) n-oo I?;O 0

1 27r (C) Jim SUp

n-oo I?;O 0127r d lim SUp

( ) n-oo I?;O 0

Ifn,I(Z) -lidO = 0,

Ifn,I(Z) -Ij2d8 = 0:

If~,I(Z) -lidO = 0,
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where z = ei9.

Proof: (a) ~ (b): From Schwarz's inequality, we have

(3.1)

thus if (a) holds, so does (b).
(b) =? (a): This follows immediately by applying Cauchy's integral for-

mula.
Next notice that (a) =? (c) follows from (3.1) and that (c) =? (b) is trivial.

Thus (c) {:} (a).
(c) =? (d): Since

1/21/2 (-.!--127r

27f 0
~121r

27r 0

~121r

27r 0

If",I(Z) + Ij2d8\fn,I(Z) -112dO$

1/2

Ifn,I(Z)j2d9 )
1/2

Ifn,I(Z) -Ifd9 ) ~ r21r
271" Jo

+1~
1/2

Ifn,I(Z) -Ifd8)!-.
127f

271" 0
~2

it follows that if (c) holds, so does (d).
(d) ::} (c): Again, from Cauchy's integral formula and the fact that 0 $

In.I(O) ~ 1, we have

0 $ 1- /n,I(O) $ 1- /;,1(0) $ ~ 12,. If;,/(z) -lidO,

and so (d) => (a) => (c). .

~ ~ 1-" Ifn,I(Z) -1rdO
1 {27r { I (27r

= 2-; Jo Ifn,I(Z)12dO -2Re 2-; Jo

~ 1 -2fn,I(O) + 1 = 2(1 -fn,I(O));
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Proof of Theorem 2.1
(a) => (b): If dJ1. is regular, then limn-co ,,~/n

there is an N(c:) such that = 1 and so for any E; E (0, 1)

From (3.2) we have

1-E:

~~: for n ?: N(E:) and I ?: 0,

l/n+l( Kn
O$~- ~

!

l-E:
1+E:

:51- < 2c,

(b) ~ (a): No,v assume that (b) holds. Then given an e E (0, 1) ,ve can
find an integer M(e) such that, for any 1 ~ 0,

l/M+1
K.M

K.M+l

1- <Eo

Then we have

: l/M+1 < l/M+I /(l '")I KM+1 -KM -"

for alII ~ O. By letting 11- 00, we get

limsupK~/n .$ 1/(1- E), for E E (0, 1),n-oo
and so, on letting E -oj we obtain

limsup K~/n :S: 1
n-+~

But note that Kn is increasing and so

liminf K~/n ?: 1. (3.7)n-oo
From (3.6) and (3.7) we see that dp. is regular; that is, (b) =} (a).

Next, let fn,/(z) := [1/>;(z)/I/>:+l(Z)]l/n+/. Since all the zeros of I/>n(z) lie
in Izi < 1, there exists a branch of [1/>;(z)/I/>:+/(z)]l/n+/ analytic in Izi .$ 1;
we select the branch that is positive at z = 0 (recall that 1/>;(0) = Kn > 0).
According to Theorem 5.2.2 in [2, p. 198] we have for I ?: 0

and so (b) follows.
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z = eiO,14>~(z)rdp.(6) = 1,

Consequently, by Holder's inequality, we have, for any I ~ 0, n ~ 1,

dB

l/n+l

1<I>~(z)f dJl.)
= 1.

~

.

Proof of Theorem 2.2
(a) ~ (b): If log/J.' E 11[0, 2;r), we have limn-+ooK;" = K < 00. Given

E: E (0, 1), we can find an integer N(E:) such that

1"',,+1 -"'I < C, for n > N(c) and 1 ? Q.

KN1 --< 1/2 for all l? 0,
KN+I

and so KN+I ~ 2KN for alll ? O. On letting l -+ 00, we get

lim Itn = It ~ 2ltN < 00,
n-~
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Izn,nl5 IZn-l,n/5 ...5 /Zl,n/ < 1

iProof of Theorem 12.3

From (3.4) we get

2
K,n

K,n+l

K.n

K.n+l

14 :$1- = I~n+l(q)r.
(3.9)

Thus, from Lemma 3.1 and (3.9), we have

l/nl/R~ = limsup
n-oo

~ limsup
"-00 = l/RJ,

and so Rl ~ R2.

On the other hand, from Schwarz's inequality, (3.1) and (3.8), we have

~~ ,..

1-~
, Kn+l
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,$limsupn-oo

x limsup
n--CX)

""1---!-:a
= limsup

n-(X) Kn+l

= 1/Rlo

Thus, we have R2 ?: Rl' and so we conclude that Rl = R2
Next assume that Rl > 1. Since

I/n
Ii ( "nmsup 1--
n-+oo "n+l

we have Iimn-+oo"n/"n+l = 1, and so

= l/R~,
(3.10)

9) (3.11)
Also note that, from (3.4), we have

2= (1- -Kn

~ 21;.~+1

IcPn+l(O)/2 = K.~+1 ICn

ICn+l
Xn+l (Xn + Xn+l)

Xn

Xn+l
1-

Thus (3.10) and (3.11) yield

limsup lI/>n(0)/1/n $ 1/R1.
n-OX)

and so the inequality R1 $ R3 follows from Lemma 3.3.
Again from (3.4),

Kn

Kn+l
1- l<I>n+l(O)f- ~ l<I>n+l(O)12 /2~~,= ~n+l(Xn+l + Xn)

(3.12)

.$ limsup I f~
1lt.;.{.zl1- /2 111/2n

n-oo lJo IcP~+1(z)I-1 dBJ

x limsup r for 1.,-.I2~ / 2 11/2n

n-oo lJo IcP~+1(Z)1 + 1 dBJ

(2or
1-.t;l:L /2 ] 1/2n Jo cP~+l(z)-l dB

fir
/ cP~(Z) /2 ) 1/2 1/n

Jo ~M dB + (2,,)"'1

1/2n (i limsup(87r)1/2n
n-oo
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and since we have proved R3 ?: Rl > 1, Lemma 3.3 implies that

I/nKn

Kn+l

Thus R3 ~ Rl and so Rl = R3.
If R3 > 1, then from (3.12) and Lemma 3.3, we have Rl ~ R3 > 1 and

the equality R3 = R2 = Rl follo\vs from the case Rl > 1. .

Acknowledgement. The authors are grateful to P. Nevai for his helpful
comments.
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